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In the world of software products today, the awareness of having a useful product 

is catching on. One might have an excellent product that could be of little or no 

value to the customer as it might not be “useful” 

enough. The scenario of having a working 

product, with some bugs that do not impact the 

products use and might be fixed at a later date is 

relevant in the software programming world 

today. For e.g. Mobile operating systems are 

always sending out updates which fix some bugs 

which you probably didn’t even know existed in 

the first place! 

 

What then, defines a useful product? To answer this question, we must ask how  

we determine the usefulness of a product? The McCall’s 11 factors for software 

quality (McCall 1977) are a good way of determining software usefulness. These 

factors primarily focused on three important aspects of a software product, 

namely its operational characteristics, its ability to undergo change and its 

adaptability to new environments. These factors are listed and described below: 

1. Correctness: The extent to which a program satisfies its specification and fulfills 

the customers mission and objectives.  

2. Reliability: The extent to which a program can be expected to perform in its 

intended function with required precision. 

3. Efficiency: The amount of computing resources and code required by a 

program to perform its function 

4. Integrity: The extent to which access to the software or data by unauthorized 

persons can be controlled. 
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5.  Usability: The effort required to operate, prepare input for and interpret the 

output of a program. 

6. Maintainability: The effort required to fix bugs or errors arising from the use of 

the program 

7.  Flexibility: The effort required to modify an operational program. 

8. Testability: The effort required to test a program to ensure that it performs its 

intended function 

9. Portability: Effort required to transfer the program from one hardware or 

system environment to another. 

10. Reusability: The extent to which the program or a part of the program can be 

reused in another program. 

11. Interoperability: Effort required to couple one system to another.  

McCall’s software quality factors also form a cost of quality triangle in product 

development.  

Product Operations – Correctness, Reliability, Usability, Integrity, Efficiency 

Product Revision – Maintainability, Flexibility, Testability 

Product Transition – Portability, Reusability, Interoperability 

Assessing the quality of a software product using these factors can provide you 

with a solid indication of the quality of the product. Now, the question arises as to 

how one does this assessment. To assess anything, one must assign a measurable 

value to it. However, one might not be able to assign measurable values directly 

to most of McCall’s software quality factors. But we cannot assess the quality of a 

product unless we have a tangible value, a number assigned to measure it. To 

overcome this dilemma, we take common software metrics and map them to the 

quality factors. As metrics are measures of quantitative assessment, mapping 

them to the factors should help in achieving our objective. 



 

 

 

 

The factors which can present themselves to measurement easily are correctness, 

maintainability, usability and integrity. The other factors such as  efficiency, 

testability etc can also be measured. Let’s understand the metrics to factor 

mapping below: 

 

Correctness & Reliability – Count of Defects.  

How does one measure the degree to which a software fulfils its intended 

function? One measure is the count of defects with respect to story 

points/efforts. As defects mean a non-conformance to the requirement or the 

function which was specified, this would be 

an ideal metric to measure correctness. Of 

course, we need to keep in mind that 

defects can include user queries or non-

defects (understanding issues incorrectly 

raised as defects). Defect analysis prior to 

reporting defects as a metric is important to 

ensure that only true defects are captured 

for assessment.  

The more the correctness of a product, the more reliable it is said to be. Hence, 

we can measure reliability also, using this metric.  
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Maintainability – Mean time to change (MTTC), Defect 

removal efficiency, Average Turnaround time (TAT). 

What is the ease of maintenance of the product you are developing? If the cost of 

making a change in the product or fixing a bug in the product is more than or as 

much as the cost of developing the product itself, then the product quality cannot 

be good! How long can the product be maintained? A simple metric to measure 

the maintainability of a product is the mean time to change metric. This metric 

measures the time taken to analyze the change request, design an appropriate 

modification, implement the change, test the change and distribute the change to 

the users. We can come up with this measure only by diligently tracking changes 

we receive to the product. Defect removal efficiency is also a good measure of 

maintainability, as it measures the ease with which defects can be removed from 

the product.  

 

Usability – Function points, No of code review comments 

A program that is not easy to use is doomed to failure. Ease of use not is not only 

for the end-user or the customer, but it is also 

for the coder/programmer. What is the ease of 

making changes to the code or redesigning the 

product? Code writing guidelines are available 

to ensure that code written is easy to use and 

re-usable. Conformance to code writing 

guidelines can be measured. For e.g. non-

conformance to code writing guidelines can be 

logged as an error and the total count of errors 

can be measured.  

 

 



How many clicks does it take for the user to complete an action? This can be 

captured and measured against a benchmark which has been set previously. For 

e.g. it should take no more than 4 clicks for the user to navigate from the home 

page of the website to the payment page while placing an order.  

Function points are also a good way to measure usability. A function point is a 

"unit of measurement" to express the amount of business functionality an 

information system (as a product) provides to a user. 

 

Integrity – Threat vs Security 

Is your software program secure? How much time 

and effort would it take to fix curivulnerability in 

your product, in case of an attack by hackers? 

What is the cost of fixing such an attack vs 

planning for, testing and implementing secure 

coding in the software? Measuring these values 

will also help measure the effort taken to ensure 

program integrity.  

Integrity of a program is defined as  

Integrity = £ [(1-Threat*(1-Security))] 

Where threat is the probability of an attack and security is the probability that the 

attack will be repelled. For e.g. if the threat is 0.25 and security is 0.50, then 

integrity is 0.875. You would still be open to a significant possibility of incurring 

heavy costs if such an attack occurs.  

 

 



Efficiency – KLOC, Effort variance, function points, story 

points 

All of these metrics can measure the efficiency 

of a software product. The amount of 

resources and code required by the program 

to function optimally. How many kilo lines of 

code are required to be written for efficient 

performance? How many function points are 

required? How much effort do we need to put 

in to get the product running? Instead of 

KLOC, one can also assign storypoints or 

complexity to the product for measurement.  

 

Testability and interoperability 

Both of these factors can be measured by software test metrics. Test execution 

productivity measures the 

amount of time taken to 

execute the test cases in person 

hours. Interoperability can be 

measured by regression test 

execution rates. 

 

 

 



Flexibility – Defect fixing efforts, Change management 

effort 

How easy is it to fix bugs in your product? What about changes? Measuring 

efforts required to fix bugs and changes, helps 

measure the flexibility of the product or 

service. It is important also to measure the 

cost required to do such changes. Ideally, a 

product or service is flexible when one can do 

changes, with minimal cost and effort. 

However, that minimal cost and effort can 

vary from  

product to product, company to company. 

Hence it is important to set a benchmark or level for the same.  

 

Reusability – test creation productivity, improvements in 

resolution time, done to said ratio, effort savings due to 

automated test execution 

Is the code written reusable? Are test cases reusable? Test writing productivity, 

done to said ratios, automated test execution (unit testing, code reviews, qa 

testing) are indicators of reusability of the product or service. For support 

projects, improvements in resolution time due to KEDB can be the indicator. 
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Is my software portable? Can it work across multiple operating systems with 

minimal plug-in efforts? Have I tested my software to ensure its portability across 

systems/browsers? These are the questions that indicate a good portable system. 

Metrics to measure this factor could be performance metrics, browser testing, 

data migration efforts, no of changes required to make the system portable etc.  

 

To summarize, the quality of a software product or an application can be assessed 

using McCall’s 11 factors of software quality. Software metrics are a good way to 

assign tangible values and measure these factors quantitatively. Often the 

question is asked, why do we need metrics? How does collecting and analyzing 

metrics help software quality? The answer lies in mapping metrics to the 11 

factors of software quality. It is also important to communicate this idea to the 

stakeholders who are playing a role in metrics and measurements. They can be 

everyone from software developers and testers to leads, business analysts, scrum 

masters, product owners, project managers, sponsors etc.  

 

 



 

 

 

A product development company has rolled out an organization wide process to 

capture metrics. These are captured with the help of a newly developed tool. 

However, the staff working in various product development projects considers 

these an overhead, just another task that needs to be done for audit purposes. 

This has resulted in incorrect data being reported, thus 

presenting a wrong picture of a project’s health. The 

CEO has put the task of bringing about a mindset change 

for metrics reporting and submissions on the respective 

project managers. Two of the project managers, Mr. 

Vinod Sharma and Ms. Sudha Godbole are discussing on 

how to bring about this change in mindset of their 

resources. 

Vinod: You know, at the last project review meeting, my project’s metrics were in 

a mess! I am unable to understand how metrics are showing such a poor picture 

of my project, when in reality we are doing reasonably well. 

Sudha: It’s the similar story for my project too, except that in my case, the metrics 

are showing an excellent picture when in reality we are besieged with a lot of 

problems.  

Vinod: I think it is happening because people are unable to understand why we 

submit metrics in the first place. My team considers this an overhead and resents 

doing the same.  

Sudha: True, we have dedicated one or two members to report metrics, but they 

seem to have an incorrect understanding of how to present the data. Also, the 

fear of being reprimanded by senior management makes them manipulate the 

data to show a rosy picture of the project. Vinod: How do we make them 
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understand? I do not want to alienate the team, we work in tight deadlines and 

losing key resources can result in delays.  

Sudha: Let’s ask Arlene, she works for the quality team and might be able to give 

us some guidance.  

(Vinod and Sudha approach Arlene, a senior manager in the quality team during 

lunch hour and ask her for help. Arlene is happy to help and sets up a meeting 

with them the following day). 

Arlene: So, from what you both are telling me, we need a better way to get 

through to your teams and help them understand the importance of reporting 

metrics accurately? 

Vinod and Sudha: Yes! We believe a change in mindset would work wonders! 

Arlene: Excellent thoughts! Let’s begin right away! As you know, we are all 

submitting metrics for data analysis and understanding project health. The word 

“metrics” as per the Business Dictionary, means “Standards of measurement by 

which efficiency, performance, progress, or quality of a plan, process, or product 

can be assessed”. This definition itself gives us a clue on changing mindsets. Do 

you know what efficiency, performance, progress etc are?  

Vinod and Sudha: Yes, they are factors to measure a project’s health. 

Arlene: Very good! In 1977, Jim McCall produced a software quality model for the 

US Air Force. This model, later on was adapted to the world of software quality 

management and became popular as McCall’s Software Quality Factors. You must 

have read about this somewhere in the course of your career.  

Sudha: I vaguely remember reading this during my software engineering college 

days. 

Vinod: I don’t have a clue! 

Arlene: No worries, simply put, McCall’s quality factors are eleven in number and 

they help understand the factors that go into measuring the health of a product, 

process or operations. These are Correctness, Reliability, Efficiency, Integrity, 



Usability, Maintainability, Flexibility, Testability, Portability, Reusability, 

Interoperability. 

Now, let’s see the metrics we are reporting for each of your projects. 

Vinod: Mine is a product development project, since we follow the Agile-Scrum 

model, we are reporting Done to Said Ratio, Sprint Velocity, Defects reported per 

sprint, Count of re-opened defects. We also have QA in our team, so we report 

QA metrics such as Test Case Preparation Productivity, Test Case Execution 

Productivity and Defects Rejected for QAs.  

Arlene: Excellent, so now let’s connect your project metrics to the software 

quality factors. Done to Said Ratio and Sprint Velocity for example are indicators 

of productivity, they can also be mapped to Efficiency in the quality factors? Since 

efficiency is an indicator of the size and time taken to develop a product, size is 

measured in storypoints, DTSR, SPV are measures of the same, better the SPV, the 

more efficient your team and application would be? 

Vinod: Yes true 

Arlene: Similarly, defects reported, defects re-opened can be mapped to the 

correctness of the application, while Test metrics can be mapped to Testability as 

well as to the Maintainability factor? 

Vinod: Why, I never thought of metrics this way!!  

Sudha: Mine is a service project, we are providing support for Vinod’s product. 

How do I connect the dots? 

Arlene: So, you must be reporting SLA metrics correct? 

Sudha: Yes, we report Avg TAT for S1. S2, S3, S4 tickets, as well as Utilization 

metrics such as CPU, Database utilization. 

Arlene: Average TAT is an indicator of the Maintainability of the application, how 

soon can you fix bugs and get it up and running, correct? It can also be an 

indicator of the Flexibility of the application, how easy is it to fix bugs in your 

application? 



Sudha: True, but what about utilization metrics? 

Arlene: These are indicators once again of efficiency and reliability of the 

application. Are you both reporting or doing any analysis regarding performance 

and security of the application? 

Vinod: Yes, we do performance testing and report performance metrics, we also 

do cross-browser compatibility testing. Apart from this, we have a UX team, so we 

report metrics on the user-friendliness of the application.  

Sudha: My team does security testing checks on the application and reports the 

no of security testing defects found in the same.  

Vinod: My team is now working on secure coding, we report the no of code 

review comments w.r.t secure coding.  

Arlene: Very good, performance metrics, browser compatibility are indicators of 

usability, interoperability of the application, correct? User friendliness is an 

indicator of usability? Security testing metrics are indicators of the integrity of the 

application? Do you know the formula for Integrity, Sudha? 

Sudha: Yes, it is the Probability of an Attack occurring vs. the Probability that the 

Attack will get repelled.  

Arlene: Correct, the no of defects reported during security testing also indicate 

the vulnerability of the application, i.e. probability that an attack can occur. 

Sudha: Why yes, that is so true! 

Vinod: What do review comments indicate then? 

Arlene: They not only indicate the probability that attack can get repelled due to 

the measures you have taken, but they also are indicators of usability of the 

application.  If your review guidelines contain checkpoints on writing code 

efficiently, it means it is easy for a coder/programmer to use. This is also an 

indicator of usability.  



Vinod: So, this means that when we do get to data migration, it would be an 

indicator of portability? 

Arlene: Yes, that is correct! 

Vinod and Sudha: So, basically, we just explain to our teams what the factors are 

and what they signify, then connect metrics to factors and we will have a team 

that not only reports but also understands what and why they are reporting 

metrics!! This session has been so enlightening for us too!! Thank you so much 

Arlene! 

Arlene: You are most welcome! I am happy to help you out. Next time, we will do 

actual data analysis and see how to report metrics accurately! 

Vinod and Sudha: Yes, we will come with data the next time around! 

 

Notes: 

Reference book: The Software Engineering – A Practitioner’s Approach, authored 

by Roger S. Pressman. 

Epilogue: 

This article is written out of experience. As a quality manager, I found almost 

nobody understood the purpose of reporting metrics to the organization. I also 

found that putting a number to anything becomes an emotional issue! My 

solution was to connect metrics to the software quality factors. I came across this 

brainwave while reading the book I have mentioned in the reference above. 

However, I wanted to simplify the information and include more metrics reported 

in today’s world (for e.g. Agile metrics).  

Quite often, when you explain the “why”, people are more willing to co-operate. 

The “how” and “when” are usually dictated by the organization, but the “why” 

requires a change in mindset, something that is almost never done. 

 



 


